
Class 7B Chemistry                                                                                                    

Red Cabbage and its uses

Recall: 

1. How are the symbols for elements created? 

The symbol for Gold is Au because gold has a Latin name Aurum!

2. What is a chemical?

3. What observations did you personally make about the names of ‘chemicals’ on 
ingredients lists? 

4. Were there any frequent items listed or similar names? 

Book work: Today on a new page make a list of the substances you have discovered  - and 
group them according to whether you think they are ACID or NEUTRAL or what we call BASE 
or ALKALI – the opposite of acid. 

If you have not already done so you can use the chemical symbols for Sulphur, Phosphorus 
and Carbon and create a page of your own design that has the title ‘Elements’, includes the 
symbols and at least two bullet points about each of them. 

New Content and Experiments (Activity 1 & 2)!

Activity 1

See if you can find 'bicarbonate of soda' and vinegar and – in presence of an adult -  

taste them!
You will need a small tea spoon for this activity- you should rinse with water after tasting 
each one. 

What do you notice about the tastes?

You will have observed on the ingredient list and hunting for chemicals yesterday that there 
are quite a lot of things that are acids! 

Now which of the two items above is an acid?
You may already know the answer, but if one is an acid what is the other? 

This other item is a called a base and is also called an alkali- these two words, base and 
alkali, mean the same thing -  and a base is the opposite of an acid chemically!



Activity 2 – Experiment with Red Cabbage

1. Now get out your red cabbage and watch the video on the webpage for class 7B to 
see how to prepare the cabbage indicator to test for Acids and Bases!

2. Then you are then going to test vinegar and Bicarbonate of Soda (not baking 
powder)

In the video, hot water is used and a blender. If you do not have a blender just cut the 
cabbage finely and boil for a for minutes to help extract the cabbage Juice, then let is cool 
down so it is safe to pour.  If you do not have a sieve just pour carefully to remove the 
cabbage pieces.

IMPORTANT: Keep the red cabbage water in a container/jug for further use in 

the following experiments.

        


